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Thursday 10th March 2022

Newsletter

Message from the Headmaster
The message I wrote to the staff after the international day - Thank you for attending today,
and a big well-done Jose and his team. It was so good to see a bit of Buckswood normality
(and organised chaos) back on campus, kids laughing and staff chatting and most
importantly the appreciation that even though we have over 30 different nationalities on
site, the children here at school are part of one family. A family that sees beyond
nationality, race, religion, gender or ethnicity and one that looks out for all its members
and unites to help everyone. This is the message that I believe in and is very much part of
the school ethos and was picked up and commented on by those who visited us today at
open day.
This week, in the boarder’s assembly, I reminded everyone that this week was a big focus
on academics. Mock exam results are out, and it is heads down to really push oneself to
master tasks that one may not have yet understood, and to ask for that little extra to extend
oneself a bit further, with a few weeks to go before the end of term there is still so much to
achieve. In saying that, there are so many daily examples of individual achievements. I am
so proud of so many here at school.

Junior school news
This week we have seen amazing activities and events across the school that have inspired
us to focus on our core values. At the start of the week we celebrated Shrove Tuesday with
our form 1 students (with a little help from our seniors) in the kitchens making pancakes;
Mr Sutton informed all of the students why we celebrated pancake day - before causing
chaos with the children by encouraging them to flip pancakes everywhere! One of the
Headmaster's core values is Internationalism (Buckswood representing over 40 different
nationalities) and that is why we all came together to celebrate international day installing the concepts of tolerance, compassion and understanding! All of our form 2
students visited the Slap n Dash work shop in Hawkhurst where they were challenged both
independently and as a team to develop their creative and problem-solving skills. We then
saw the celebration of world book day where students dressed up as their favourite
characters and read different extracts from their favourite novels. These activities, as well
as the great attitude displayed in the dining hall (as epitomised by Freddie and Ner!), more
than adequately supported our theme of the week ‘manners and etiquette'.
Our aim is to empower and inspire all students to excel as lifelong learners.
Beautiful readings in assembly - Mathis and Axelle
Fantastic work and effort during our open/international day - Luke Lola, Mattie, Freddie,
Madihar, Zion, Finley and Levan
Excellent academic work Alieta, Lauren, Kiel, Yaw, Valeria and George
Congratulations to Lola and her group of friends who achieved first place with their
classical dance “murder at the mansion”

GCSE news
GCSE Mocks
Following our GCSE Mocks I would like to commend the following for achieving in all of
their subjects:
Magomed, Anatoliya, Sebastian, Tabitha, Connor, Luca, Jodie, Cole, Oskar, Adrianna,
Isabella, Sofiia, Diego, Alfie, Kalel, Ellie, Alex, Clement, Sophia, Irene, Ayanna, Anton,
Kaej, Tabitha, Alexander, Rustam
However we cannot stress the importance of revision enough and we encourage students to
employ a variety of revision techniques which prepare them best for the summer final
examinations.
Support for Students
In order to support their efforts the following strategies are in place:
There will be compulsory access time for students at risk. We are aiming to run short
intense revision slots on Saturday and Sundays. In addition days of timetable have been
allocated to certain subjects for targeted revision prior to the exams. For selected students
mini mocks will occur on the 21st and 22nd of March to assess progress and confirm exam
tier entries in the following subjects: PE,

Business, ESOL, Maths, science. As a last resort

to generate time for students to focus on fewer subjects to improve grades with parental
permission subjects could be dropped. Students will be discussing with the Head of Year
grades and strategies on a 1:1 basis.
It is imperative that students are prepared for final exams. Revision links and explanations
of GCSE grades can be found below. However if you require any further information please
do not hesitate to contact me srodgers@buckswood.co.uk

Apps and websites
Resources to use:
1) Seneca learning: https://www.senecalearning.com/
Join the Seneca form 4 and form 5 class to revise. Follow this link:
https://app.senecalearning.com/dashboard/join-class/6pwkddxwu5
This app or website will aim to reach grade 9 - its free - its excellent and interactive
2) Save my exams: https://www.savemyexams.co.uk/

a fabulous resource

3) BBC bitesize: https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/levels/z98jmp3
4) Maths physics tutor: https://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/
This site is equally good for A level or GCSE and covers other subjects e.g. all the sciences
and geography....very good site. It has revision notes, flash cards and unit tests
5 ) Free science lessons - excellent you tube videos clearly explained - a must see
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCqbOeHaAUXw9Il7sBVG3_bw
6) Past papers these can be found on the exam board websites (OCR, Edexcel, AQA, CIE,
Eduqas).
Do the exam paper to time (time efficient), mark the paper and most importantly, correct
the papers and revise areas of weakness. Revision, past paper practice, index cards and
regular reviewing are the key to success. Exam papers can be found also on
https://papers.xtremepape.rs/
7) For Languages www.languagesonline.org.uk (better for GCSE) and see also
www.linguascope.com
Strategies to maintain or improve grades. For example quizzes testing memory of factual
knowledge, deconstructing exam questions or completing past papers in timed conditions,
and it important that all of our students follow this advice to ensure their efforts are
effective. It is advised to have revision slots to maintain levels of concentration and to help
students feel motivated by the progress they have made. Timetabling periods of revision
can help ensure that a work life balance is achieved.
Grading:
Achievement grades
GCSE grades in the summer external exams and throughout the assessment periods for
Form 4 and Form 5 will be as follows:
9

A*

7 and 8

A

6

B

4 or 5

C

3

D

2

E or F

1

G

Grades could go up, go down or stay the same dependent on revision and effort. With
respect to form 4, assessment achievement grades different parts are the GCSE courses can
be more challenging to students this can cause variation in grades throughout the year.
Attitude to learning
The student’s attitude to learning is graded 1 to 4. The attitude to learning is found on the
right in the report in the app and is graded as follows:

1. excellent effort
2. good effort
3. needs to input more effort
4. poor effort
I do hope this clarifies the grading system. If you require any further information please do
not hesitate to contact me srodgers@buckswood.co.uk
Uniform
Please ensure that students attend school in the correct smart uniform and of the correct
size. Skirts should be knee length. The correct school uniform should be worn to school and
from school. If you require any items from the shop then please contact email
shop@buckswood.co.uk

Sixth Form news
Great to see those lower sixth who achieve a 1.33 or better on the attitude to learning score
enjoying the use of TJs during lesson time this week. Thirteen hard-working students
received this reward in total. This is a communal space to be used, during lesson time at
least, for studying - though in a less formal atmosphere than in the library. Obviously the
message is that we want everyone to really impress their teachers. This can be done by
turning up to lessons on time, handing in all prep, and participating in lessons to each
student's fullest. Such an effort is then rewarded with a 1. Last week saw our highest
number of lower sixth enjoying this privilege with almost half of them on the list. We will
keep pushing this one so that everyone gets a chance to enjoy the space, attitude being the
key word! Mr Sutton has mentioned to me on numerous occasions that he wants to see the
6th form leading the school on this score. Therefore, in theory, the more students we have
who achieve that vital 1.33 and higher, the closer our sixth formers come to reaching that
ideal.
Everyone has been working so hard this week to buy in their ingredients for International
Day and then to cook up food from all around the world. This happened last Saturday,
March 5th. I personally enjoyed food from Azerbaijan, Germany, China and Mexico. I was
very full by the end of it! The buzz in the Sports' hall was amazing: please see the photos
and then imagine all the stalls mobbed by hungry, curious youngsters. It was certainly
heartwarming to see Buckswood coming together in this difficult time.

Maths challenge success

Anatoliya placing in the top 1500 in the country.

More from Maths

Science in focus
Science Focus Week
This week in Buckswood we “Focus on Science”.
Photos: A level biology sixth form students enjoy their Practical lesson on the cardiac cycle,
heart dissections and breathing rate

Computing and Duke of Edinburgh
Duke of Edinburgh
During this term we have covered a number of skills from map reading to initial 1st aid.
The scholars have instructed on how to use bandages to support broken limbs, the
treatment of burns, heart attacks, strokes and many more conditions. As you can see from
the photos the Form 4’s are conducting CPR on a training mannequin which they found
both rewarding and challenging however, it does remain a very important skill to have
available to them. They are preparing for the upcoming expedition which we hope to run
in the last week of June when the weather is more conducive to camping. If you wish to
know any more information about the Duke of Edinburgh program then please
contact rfoster@buckswood.co.uk
Computing
During this week the Form 2’s have been introduced to VR via the recently purchased
Oculus VR headsets. They enjoyed panoramic views from the International Space Station.
We look forward to seeing what other treats are in store for them in the forthcoming weeks
and the possibilities are endless. If you have any suggestions of possible apps that are
available then please do contact the subject lead rfoster@buckswood.co.uk.

Sport
Sport Newsletter - click here

Rugby

A win and a loss and 7 success for the 1st team
Lewes SD 28 Buckswood 60
Forget the Six Nations, if you want entertainment then watch Buckswood 1st team. The
scoreline might look like a thrashing, but in reality, the match was highly competitive.
Lewes had large and powerful forwards and never gave up, but Buckswood had the pace,
and ultimately that gave the scoreline a bit of a gloss.
The game was played in quarters and it was 12-a-side, and it was in the final quarter that
Buckswood really kicked on. The strength of the team is their off-loading and handling and
the longer the game went on the more combinations started to click.
Kristian, Prosper, both Martins, Tanguy and Gerardo really impressed, and Charlie, Ismail,
Anderson and Theo worked tirelessly in the forwards.
Leaders Pierre and Harvey controlled the game beautifully while Gabriel, Ryotaro and
Lukas showed their powerful running ability.
This performance was even more impressive considering Buckswood had a few players
missing - the team still needs to work on their rucking, tackling technique and keeping
thing simple. However, this team is playing some sparkling rugby and enjoying themselves.
Tries scored by: Proper, Lukas, Gerardo, Martin and Kristian
Buckswood win all 3 matches.
Buckswood welcomed new Czech boys, Luka and Kristen, to the rugby academy and
travelled to Brighton full of confidence. Cardinal Newman had a mixed side, Brighton
College had a couple of teams and Bedes, like Buckswood, had one.
Buckswood won their first game 34-17, in a tough encounter - Gerardo and Luka’s pace and
power helped secure the win, with Harvey and Pierre moving the ball effectively into space.
Martin dominated the physical encounter and enabled Buckswood to get enough ball to
beat a resiliant and strong Newman team.
Next up for Buckswood was Brighton College, who were very well-drilled, Brighton gave
Buckswood a lesson on how to keep the ball, but Buckswood had the game breakers and a
really determined defence.
Gerardo and Luka scored the decisive tries and Buckswood’s defence was superb Buckswood ended up winning 12-5.
Buckswood’s final game was against the other Brighton College, team and they found
themselves 0-12 down, before Luka, Martin, and Pierre scored. Gerardo then added a
couple more and Buckswood ended up 32-17 winners.
A really positive tournament, played in excellent spirit and the boys learnt a lot. When
Buckswood moved the ball they looked very good, though at times the boys looked for
contact and that often cost them possession.
However, a really pleasing rugby term for all involved.
Marsh 30 Buckswood 12
A few seasons ago, Buckswood beat Marsh convincingly; this time around a strong and
well-drilled Marsh outfit defeated Buckswood.
Big ball-carrying forwards and hard-running backs built a four try lead for Marsh, before
Buckswood started to play. New Czech player Martin, and Tanguy, impressed, but
Buckswood did miss the influential Mani, and despite the efforts of the boys, they struggled
to match the opposition’s physicality.
Pierre and Harvey played their usual determined game and Buckswood scored two fine
tries, through the powerful Gerardo and the nimble-footed Ryotaro.
The boys showed great spirit and plenty of fight but were out-powered. Improvement in
defence is needed and more composure in attack.
The boys can look forward to a mini-sevens tournament at Brighton RFC next week,
playing teams from Brighton College, Cardinal Newman and Bedes.
Over half term, we had boys training with Hinkley, Hove and Hastings and Bexhill.
But the biggest congratulations must go to Pierre, who won an Ealing Trailfinders rugby
scholarship to Brunel University.
Finally, thanks to Mr Rens, Harry and Jinks for their support and commitment to the
rugby.

Eswatini charity trip
Eswatini trip video

Eswatini trip letter

Eswatini trip newsletter 2019

Junior/senior walk to Bexhill

Easter school - BOSS

Buckswood is a family, and families are always there for each other. So to any students who
are unfortunately unable to travel home for the Easter holidays, we are here for you.
We will be running our annual Spring Course from the end of the Easter term to the
beginning of the summer term with special rates available for those who need to stay.
The course will be ran by Buckswood Overseas Summer School (BOSS) and promises to
provide a home away from home that includes:
20 hours of English per week (learn more about our academic programme here)
Internationally recognised ESOL exam
Two full day and two half day excursions per week (see our excursion programmes
here)
All museum and attraction entrance fees
Full afternoon and evening activity programme (see our activity programme here)
All course materials
Full board accommodation (learn more about our accommodation here)
Laundry service
BOSS wristband, BOSS drinks bottle, BOSS folder, BOSS diary and BOSS t-shirt
As mentioned, we will be offering a special rate to those who are unable to travel home so
for more information, please contact Neil at summerschool@buckswood.co.uk.

Old Buckswoodians

Old Buckswoodian, Lukas B, appearing on British national television this morning. Lukas
has been cooking 600 meals a day in Kyiv. Well done Lukas, amazing work, a great
inspiration!

Guiness World Record

That's one off my Bucket list - Mr Anthony has been awarded a Guinness World Record!

Crossword

Mr Shryane's crossword

Please do fill the permission forms in for this term. Please click the links below to complete
the relevant permission form:

Signing up for activities, pocket money
and extra language lessons
Activities permission form

Pocket money form

Extra language lessons permission form

All permission forms

Useful links
Permission forms

Curriculum plan and options - click here

Previous newsletters

Residential staff information - click here
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